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ABSTRACT
It is tribute to the Professor Stephen Hawking, A man with imaginary vision. Here in we tried to
analyze his imaginary magic with the conversation of Space and Time, however, the theory was
in the public domain in the era of Albert Einstein. He demonstrated the Time and space, with the
black hole, where the speed of time changes. It is based on the concept of Theory of relativity by
the angle of professor. Stephen Hawking. We tried to give tribute to him for his contribution in
science. It is difficult to understand the whole concept of big bang and black hole, but here in we
describe in a way where Lehman can understand the concept of Time with his twin baby concept.
In this article reader should not expect something new, but it is sure after reading this you will
Also Missing Prof. Hawking.
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INTRODUCTION
Professor Stephen Hawking, born in 1942, with his inherent intelligence. Since birth, his interest
was the mathematics. To pursue his career in the area of interest, he went Cambridge in 1962, for
his PhD, where he selected a unique topic named “Properties of Expanding Universes” from the
department of applied mathematics and Theoretical Physics. His interest for astronomy started
with the first co-authored book, The Large Scale Structure of Space-Time. Later he worked on
the theory of relativity and quantum theory, which was the beginning of his remarkable
discoveries like Big Bang and black holes theory in 1970 and further development was the
“Hawking” Radiation in 1974. He published many research articles and books, among the one
bestseller book “A Brief History of Time”. He took his last oxygen on the earth (14 March
2018).
A CONVERSATION OF SPACE AND TIME
This segment of article is for the dramatization of the theory of relativity. To explain in a
different way we tried to make a imaginary conversation of space and time, It is based on the
theoretical concept of theory of relativity as per as my knowledge is concern, it reflect the
concept.
One day I heard a conversation between time and Space, where time accepted his defeat and
gave tribute to the Stephen Hawking. The man of Science…Rest In peace
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Space - Who are you? Why you are in hurry. Stop for a while.
Time - I am Time. I never stop. I exist in Past, Future and Present.
Space - I have listened you in Mahabharata, ( स

). In that, you stopped yourself

for the “Lord Shri Krishna “(An epic of India)
Time - Still, I do not know how it happened.
Space - I know you are dependent on me, that time I also stopped myself. If I will be zero then
you will be zero due to my existence, you are existing.
Time - No, I am Time I am independent. I can change everything.
Space - You don’t know, but some one knows about your dependent nature. (Theory of
relativity)
Time - I know myself. I am same everywhere.
Space - You don’t know. You do not even remember that you tried to destroy a young person.
You made him almost dead, but he survived well and discovered/ supported your nature
(Theory of relativity) and universe (Big Bang, Black hole.etc)
Time - Yes now I got it. Recently (14 March 2018) I hookup with him and took him away
from the earth.
Space – Yes, you tried in his young age also, but you were defeated by his dream, passion,
dedication and positivity toward science and society (to know about you and your origin).
He gave Big bang and black hole theories in his difficult health condition to describe the
universe.
Time - I was also not aware of that. I am really feeling sad for making him ill and his death
also. I salute to him. He was not only aware of my condition (Time and space analysis), was
also aware of origin of universe, which I even do not know.
Space - yes, he will be remembered, until the existence of earth.
Time - I want to convey message to all.
Do not waste me, know me, and love me
I am too costly. I have given you opportunity with full energy, use it
Time also learned from the Stephen, while in a common routine, time teaches us.
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